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Traumatic brain injury (TBI) results in neuronal, axonal and glial damage. Interventions

targeting neuroinflammation to enhance recovery from TBI are needed. Exercise is

known to improve cognitive function in TBI patients. Omega-3 fatty acids and vitamin

D reportedly reduce inflammation, and in combination, might improve TBI outcomes.

This study examined how an anti-inflammatory diet affected plasma TBI biomarkers,

voluntary exercise and behaviors following exposure to mild TBI (mTBI). Adult, male rats

were individually housed in cages fitted with running wheels and daily running distance

was recorded throughout the study. A modified weight drop method induced mTBI, and

during 30 days post-injury, rats were fed diets supplemented with omega-3 fatty acids

and vitamin D3 (AIDM diet), or non-supplemented AIN-76A diets (CON diet). Behavioral

tests were periodically conducted to assess functional deficits. Plasma levels of Total tau

(T-tau), glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP), ubiquitin c-terminal hydrolase L1 (UCH-L1) and

neurofilament light chain (NF-L) were measured at 48 h, 14 days, and 30 days post-injury.

Fatty acid composition of food, plasma, and brain tissues was determined. In rats

exposed to mTBI, NF-L levels were significantly elevated at 48 h post-injury (P < 0.005),

and decreased to levels seen in uninjured rats by 14 days post-injury. T-tau, GFAP, and

UCH-L1 plasma levels did not change at 48 h or 14 days post-injury. However, at 30

days post-injury, T-tau, GFAP and UCH-L1 all significantly increased in rats exposed to

mTBI and fed CON diets (P < 0.005), but not in rats fed AIDM diets. Behavioral tests

conducted post-injury showed that exercise counteracted cognitive deficits associated

with mTBI. The AIDM diets significantly increased docosahexaenoic acid levels in plasma

and brain tissue (P < 0.05), and in serum levels of vitamin D (P < 0.05). The temporal

response of the four injury biomarkers examined is consistent with studies by others

demonstrating acute and chronic neural tissue damage following exposure to TBI.

The anti-inflammatory diet significantly altered the temporal profiles of plasma T-tau,

GFAP, and UCH-L1 following mTBI. Voluntary exercise protected against mTBI-induced

cognitive deficits, but had no impact on plasma levels of neurotrauma biomarkers. Thus,

the prophylactic effect of exercise, when combined with an anti-inflammatory diet, may

facilitate recovery in patients with mTBI.
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INTRODUCTION

Traumatic brain injury (TBI) constitutes a critical health
problem. More than 69 million new cases occur worldwide each
year (1), accounting for upwards of a million deaths (roughly
2,700 deaths per day) and a global financial burden of US $400
billion (2, 3). TBI, either isolated or compounded with other
injuries (i.e., polytrauma), is also a major cause of short- and
long-term disability. Despite decades of rigorous preclinical
studies and hundreds of randomized controlled clinical
trials testing neuroprotective drug approaches with different
pathophysiological targets (4, 5), effective evidence-based
therapeutics for TBI-induced neuropathologies, behavioral,
psychiatric, emotional, and other cognitive impairments are
lacking (2, 6, 7). This has made exploration of alternative TBI
therapies a priority of the health care system.

Cognitive and neurological impairments are prevalent
consequences of mild TBI (mTBI), which constitutes more than
60% of brain injuries in civilian populations (8). These cognitive
deficits are frequently related to hippocampal dysfunction (9),
and have been reliably reproduced in animals models of TBI (10–
12). Significant adverse effects on balance and cognition develop
within the first 24 h following mTBI (13), and often extend
well into the first week following injury (14, 15). These deficits
improve and typically resolve within 3 months of injury (16);
however, ∼20% of cases of mTBI report symptoms 1 year after
injury (17). A differential diagnosis in the initial days following
mTBI is a challenging clinical situation, largely due to the absence
of reliable prognostic or early detection biomarkers. The cause
of persistent symptoms is likely multifactorial (18). Efforts to
identify more sensitive, reliable, and/or objective indicators
of brain injury and recovery have focused on biomarkers,
microstructural changes in white matter, neurometabolic
alterations and differences in neurochemistry, and functional
and physiological changes in neural networks. Recently, several
specific protein biomarkers were identified in the context of
mTBI, including total tau (T-tau), glial fibrillary acidic protein
(GFAP), ubiquitin carboxy-terminal hydrolase-L1 (UCH-L1),
and neurofilament light chain (NF-L) (19–21). Previous studies
and consensus statements (22, 23) have reported high sensitivity
and decisive predictive value of these as biomarkers of injury
severity, in regard to cellular origin and temporal trajectories,
which will help improve outcome prediction.

As mentioned above, despite given the prevalence of TBI-
related disabilities, effective treatment strategies are lacking and
a recent review of therapies for neurobehavioral and cognitive
recovery after experimental TBI suggesting that a multi-
targeted combination of therapies could be more beneficial than
monotherapies because multiple and incompletely understood
cellular mechanisms of action are at play. The report indicates
that 46% of studies exhibited an additive or synergistic

Abbreviations: AIDM, anti-inflammatory dietary mix; BM, Barnes Maze; CSF,

cerebrospinal fluid; DHA, docosahexaenoic acid; EPA, eicosapentaenoic acid;

GFAP, glial fibrillary acidic protein; NF-L, neurofilament light chain; TBI,

traumatic brain injury; T-tau, total tau; UCH-L1, ubiquitin carboxy-terminal

hydrolase L1.

(positive) effect, vs. only 19% reported a negative interaction
(6). Nutrition interventions for both prevention and treatment
of TBI symptomatologies have been reported (24–26). While
several therapies, including vitamins (B2, B3, B6, B9, C, D, and
E) and nutrients (arginine, carnitine, magnesium, omega-3 fatty
acids, resveratrol, selenium, and zinc) have demonstrated efficacy
in preclinical studies, using rats and mice, but investigations of
polytherapy treatments have not been conducted.

In preclinical studies, omega-3 fatty acid enriched dietary
supplements (e.g., fish oil) provided protection against reduced
plasticity and impaired learning after TBI (27–29). For
example, in rats supplemented with docosahexaenoic acid
(DHA, 12.4%) and eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA, 13.5%) for
4 weeks prior to mild lateral fluid percussion induced TBI,
neuronal function and plasticity were maintained post injury,
and markers of oxidative stress were significantly reduced
(27). Vitamin D supplementation has also demonstrated
neuroprotective properties in multiple preclinical models of
TBI. In studies on rats, vitamin D monotherapy (5 µg/kg,
injected intraperitoneally 1 h post-injury) reduced inflammation
and neuronal injury following TBI (30, 31), and vitamin D
deficiency was shown to exacerbate the post-TBI inflammatory
response (32). Based on evidence that demonstrated individual
interventions with omega-3 fatty acids and vitamin D in
restoring/repairing neurotrauma post-TBI, we hypothesized
that an anti-inflammatory diet (AIDM) incorporating multiple
corresponding nutrients and implemented post-injury would
enhance recovery of cognitive functions, and reduce/minimize
plasma levels of T-tau, GFAP, UCH-L1, and NF-L in a rat
model of TBI. Thus, the aim of the present study was to
evaluate the effect of an AIDM diet on these four neurotrauma
biomarkers. Both behavioral deficits (motor, memory and anxiety
assessments) and neurotrauma biomarkers were evaluated in the
context of the nutritional intervention to help address resiliency
and recovery.

METHODS

Experimental Design
A total of 120 rats were randomly assigned to the following
four groups: TBI-exposed (Hit) or non-TBI (No Hit), and
either control (CON) or anti-inflammatory (AIDM) diets during
their recovery period. The experimental data from the CON
and AIDM naïve groups was collected during a pilot study
conducted before those involving the Hit or No Hit groups. No
behavioral assessments were made during the pilot study, the
purpose of which was to ensure the nutrient composition of
the experimental AIDM was acceptable to the rats, and that it
produced the desired increase in tissue nutrient concentrations
(assayed using same methods described below for Hit and
No Hit rats) in rats that consumed it, compared to rats who
consumed the standard diet (see Table 1). A battery of behavioral
assessments were performed pre- and periodically post-injury, as
described below (and depicted in Figure 1), including distance
run on the voluntary running wheels, the Rotarod test, a
rotating pole test, and the Barnes Maze (BM) test. For behavioral
measures, 12 rats were included in each group. For the analysis of
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neurotrauma biomarkers, six rats in each group were sacrificed
at 48 h post-injury (acute), while 12 rats in each group were
sacrificed at the chronic time points (14 and 30 days), post-
injury. All efforts were made to minimize animal pain and
distress and the number of animals used. This study was
approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at
USARIEM. In conducting the research described in this report,
the investigators adhered to the Guide for Care and Use of
Laboratory Animals (34).

The diet consumed by the rats during the recovery period
consisted of the standard AIN-76A chow (CON) or the AIDM
diet (AIDM), in which the chow contained supplemental vitamin
D3 and provided ad libitum (600 IU/g chow, prepared by
Research Diets, Inc., New Brunswick, NJ). Additionally, to
provide dietary long chain omega-3s for 5 days per week
during the recovery period, CON rats consumed a 12ml serving
of a placebo juice (CON) consisting of fruit juice alone (12
kcal/serving), and AIDM rats consumed a daily 12ml serving
of AIDM juice (12 kcal/serving, Smartfish R© AS, Oslo, Norway).
In total, AIDM rats consumed ∼65mg of DHA and EPA per
day. This is in line with the rat TBI studies of Bailes and
Mills (35, 36) where DHA was provided at 40 mg/day. For
the analysis of omega-3 fatty acids and vitamin D, rats (10
per group) were sacrificed after consuming the diets for 30
days. To quantify omega-3 fatty acids (DHA and EPA) levels
in rat diets, plasma, liver and brain frontal cortex tissues, fatty
acid compositional analysis of their methyl esters, as prepared
by transesterification of extracted total lipids, were determined
using gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) (33).
Vitamin D levels in juice (200 ml/duplicate measurement) and
chow (30 g/measurement) samples were determined by liquid
chromatography–mass spectrometry (LC-MS) as previously
described (37).

Animal Care
Young adult 6-week-old male Wistar Han rats (Charles River
Laboratories, Wilmington, MA; RGD Cat No. 38676310,
RRID:RGD 38676310) were individually housed in temperature-
controlled rooms with a 12-h light/dark cycle. All cages were
equipped with 345mm (diameter) voluntary running wheels
(STARR Life Sciences Corp, Oakmont, PA; Cat No. Tecniplast
2154F); and rats had unrestricted access to the wheels. Each cage
was also fitted with a magnetic switch to allow for the counting of
wheel revolutions using VitalView Series 3000 software (STARR
Life Sciences). Prior to exposure to TBI, animals were fed a
commercial semi-purified AIN-76A diet ad libitum (Research
Diets Inc., New Brunswick, NJ; Cat No. D10001) for 7–8 weeks
with average body weight of 341.8 g (±29.8) attained on the
day of injury. In the 30 days post-injury recovery, rats were ad
libitum fed either the CON diet or the AIDM diet, as previously
described above.

Injury
In the Marmarou model (38), the scale of the injury is dependent
on the impact height from which the mass is dropped, with the
impact energy calculated frommgh (by multiplying mass, height,
and gravitational force). Marmarou (38) dropped a 450 g brass
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FIGURE 1 | Workflow diagram of study’s experimental design. Using a 2 x 2 design, male, Wistar-Han rats were randomly assigned to 1 of 4 groups: TBI-exposed

(Hit) or non-TBI (No Hit), and either anti-inflammatory (AIDM) or non-supplemented AIN-76A (CON) diets following exposure to TBI. At select time points (48 h, 14

days, and 30 days) post-injury, plasma and brain (frontal cortex) tissues were harvested. Physiological and behavioral measures pre- and post-TBI are listed in the

inset. 120 cm, height from which 500 g slug was dropped; BW, body weight; TBI, traumatic brain injury.

weight from 100 cm onto a metallic helmet to produce a mild
injury (=0.441 J), and a 450 g weight from 200 cm to produce
a moderate injury (=0.882 J). The terms mild and moderate
are taken from Marmarou (38). In our experiments, the goal
was to induce a mild-to-moderate injury, within a comfortable
zone of success, hence a 500 g metal slug was dropped from
120 cm (=0.588 J), which, theoretically, is between the mild-
and moderate-injury models proposed by Marmarou (38). To
disperse the impact area, the 500 g slug landed on a metal
disc of 24.26mm (diameter) × 1.75mm (thickness) attached
to the unshaven forehead using Velcro. To slow the rate of
deceleration and to allow cranial excursion without a second
impact against a hard surface, the rats were placed prone on
a foam pad (Type E, Foam to Size, Inc., Ashland, VA). After
the initial impact, the rat along with foam bed is pushed away
in a lateral direction to prevent a secondary rebound impact.
Once the average body weight exceeded 325 g, brain injury
was induced by weight drop to the medial frontal cortex of
the Hit rats, located centrally between lambda and bregma
fissures. Prior to injury, rats were anesthetized using a cocktail
of Midazolam (Dormicum, Roche Products Limited, Welwyn
Garden City, UK; Cat No. 23155060142; at 2.0 mg/kg) and
Medetomidine (Dexdomitor, Pfizer Animal Health, Exton, PA;

Cat No. 10002752; at 0.1 mg/kg), administered subcutaneously
(s.c.) into the nape of the neck. To minimize the effects of the
anesthesia on general physiology and the pathophysiology of
the injured brain, an antagonist drug combination of Antisedan
(Atipamezole, Pfizer, New York, NY; Cat No. 10000449; at 5
mg/ml) and Anexate (Flumazenil, Roche, Basel, Switzerland;
Cat No. 4252953; at 0.1 mg/ml) was administered s.c. into the
flank area at 8min post-injury. A pulse oximeter collar (STARR
Life Sciences Corp) was used to monitor the heart rate (HR),
breathing rate (BR) and oxygen saturation levels (O2 SAT) prior
to, and following, head trauma to assess anesthetic depth. Body
temperature was maintained using a homeothermic blanket. No
Hit rats were anesthetized and subsequently treated with the
antagonist drugs, but not exposed to the weight drop. All rats,
including shams, recovered the righting reflex within 2–3 h of
receiving the antagonist drug combination, with no evidence
of seizures or paralysis at any time post-injury. We report no
immediate or long-term mortality among those rats exposed to
the mTBI. Body weight was measured daily throughout recovery.

Behavioral Assessments
In our experiments, voluntary running performance was
quantified as the average number of revolutions run per day
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(converted to km/day) at 48 h, 14 days, and 30 days following
mTBI. The percent change in distance per day compared to
the average daily distance run over 14 days pre-TBI was then
calculated as an index of recovery. The Rotarod test is the most
efficient and reliable test for vestibular motor activity in the acute
post-brain injury phase (1–5 days) (39). Details for measuring
evoked voluntary motor function before and after exposure to
mTBI are provided in Supplementary Material. The rotating
pole test is an advanced test of coordination and integration of
movements (40).While the rotating pole test is based on the same
principals as the Rotarod test (motor function & coordination),
this test is more sensitive as it evaluates the ability of the animals
to balance and to integrate and coordinate their movements to
traverse a horizontal pole, rotating clockwise at 4 rpm. Further
details are provided in Supplementary Material. For the Barnes
Maze (BM) test, latency was scored as the “time to locate the
hidden box” as previously reported (41). Details on scoring
methods for the BM test used before and after exposure to mTBI,
are provided in Supplementary Material.

Tissue Preparation and Analyses
After 48 h, 14 days or 30 days on the diets following induction
of mTBI, animals were deeply anesthetized and euthanized by
decapitation for removal of brain tissues, liver and the collection
of plasma and sera. Blood was transferred to Sarstedt monovette
serum and EDTA plasma tubes and immediately placed onto
ice, or until plasma was separated by centrifugation (4◦C;
5min, ∼3,500 rpm). Following blood collection, brain and liver
tissues were harvested and snap frozen in liquid nitrogen, and
stored at −80◦C until analysis. DHA and EPA concentrations of
plasma, liver, and brain frontal cortex tissue were determined by
GC/MS methods as previously described (33). For the analysis
of neurotrauma biomarkers, an ultrasensitive single-molecule
array technology (Simoa Neurology 4-plex assay, Quanterix,
MA; Cat No. 102153) was used to measure T-tau, GFAP,
UCH-L1, and NF-L levels in plasma. To quantify vitamin D
levels in serum, a rat Vitamin D ELISA, which measures 25-
hydroxyvitamin D2 and D3 (American Laboratory Products
Company (ALPCO), Ltd., Salem NH; Cat No. 38-25DHU-E01),
was used.

Statistics
A power analysis indicated that n= 12 for the behavioral studies
would give a power rating of 90% and that n = 6 for the
biochemical studies would also allow for detection of significant
differences (42–44). In the pilot study, the group consuming the
AIN-76A diets (CON) was considered as the “control group”
to allow for comparison to the group consuming supplemental
omega-3 fatty acids and vitamin D (AIDM). In the primary
study, with our interest in the effects of these diets on mTBI,
the non-injured group was also labeled as a “No Hit” group for
any comparisons. For the body weight gain, distance run, and
the BM and rotating pole times, statistical differences between
the experimental groups were tested using two-way ANOVA
followed by a Bonferroni post-hoc test to compare treatments.
All variables were examined for normality. Unpaired t-tests were
used to evaluate the shift in phenotypic endpoints. For the

rotating pole score, univariate analyses were carried out using
the non-parametric Mann–Whitney U test, for comparing two
groups. For plasma biomarker data, differences between groups
were analyzed using general linear model (GLM) statistics (SPSS
version 26.0, Chicago, IL; RRID: SCR_019096). Significance was
P < 0.05 and all data is expressed as means ± SDEV, except for
Figure 3, where data is expressed as means± SEM.

RESULTS

Despite the administration of the anesthesia reversal drugs, rats
exposed to mTBI (257.7 ± 96.4 s) took 12% longer to regain
consciousness than the uninjured (No Hit) rats (230.0 ± 96.4 s,
P = 0.3), as determined by the absence of toe and/or tail pinch
reflex. All rats recovered their righting reflex abilities within 2–3 h
of receiving the antagonist drug combination, with no mortality
or evidence of seizures or paralysis at any time post-injury.
HR, BR, and O2 SAT levels were recorded for 8min pre-injury,
and the monitoring continued until the rat was fully conscious.
Immediately following exposure to mTBI, all rats experienced a
period of significant bradycardia (11.2% decreased heart rate, P
< 0.01), as has been previously reported in both animal models
(44, 45), and in humans (46). No change in BR and thus O2 SAT
was observed. No gross motor impairments of ambulatory ability
were observed in the acute stages of recovery (0–48 h), in any
of the rats, and no significant differences between Hit and No
Hit rats in any of the assessment measures were observed during
recovery from anesthesia.

Animals tolerated daily oral supplementation with omega-3
fatty acids and vitamin D without any observed untoward side
effects. In the pilot study, we found the AIDM diet, compared
to CON diet, only increased the rat brain’s content of DHA
by a small amount (+22.9%, P < 0.05), while the DHA in
the corresponding plasma (+53.6%) and livers (+94%) were
increased by greater amounts (P < 0.05, Table 1). Since the
liver is the major peripheral storage site and supplier of DHA
to the brain (47, 48), these changes would dramatically decrease
the susceptibility of the animals to neuronal cell injuries from
exposure to mTBI. In contrast, EPA levels in the frontal cortex
were undetectable in both groups despite consuming ∼46mg of
EPA per day, for 30 days, which is consistent with the known
absence of stable EPA incorporation into brain lipids (49). EPA
levels of plasma and livers, however, were markedly elevated by
the AIDM diet, as hepatocytes can readily esterify this fatty acid
into secreted lipids [e.g., VLDL particles (49)]. The rats on both
diets maintained a constant intake of food over the course of the
pilot study. Average juice consumed was 11.9ml (±0.6ml) of the
CON juice per rat/day, or 12.4ml (±0.4ml) of the AIDM juice
per rat/day. Average chow consumed was 23.3 g (±1.3 g) of the
CON diet per rat/day, or 21.8 g (±1.5 g) of the AIDM diet per
rat/day (Table 1).

In the primary study, intakes of juice and chow were not
different from the pilot study. In addition, consistent with
the food intake, and with similar energy levels in the juices
(12 kcal/serving), all of the rats showed a comparable gain in
weight 39.25 g (±0.70 g) over the 30 days of post-TBI recovery,
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independent of diet or injury status (Figure 2). In rats consuming
the AIDM diets for 30 days post-injury, the serum levels of
25-hydroxyvitamin D were significantly higher than in rats
fed the CON diets (+37.3%, P < 0.05, Table 2), with no
effect of injury.

Increased plasma NF-L levels post-injury reflects the release
of proteins from the breakdown of neurofilaments into the
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) following axonal damage within the
brain as a result of the injury. At 48 h post-injury there was
a significant mTBI-induced increase in plasma levels of NF-
L (97.5%, P < 0.005), with no effect of diet (Figure 3B).
In rats consuming AIDM diets for 30 days, plasma T-tau,
GFAP, and UCH-L1 levels in rats exposed to TBI (Hit)
were not different from Control (No Hit) rats (Figure 3),
whereas in rats consuming the CON diets, plasma T-tau,
GFAP, and UCH-L1 levels were significantly higher (average

FIGURE 2 | Weight gain (grams) at 48 h, 14 days, and 30 days following mTBI

in rats consuming either anti-inflammatory (AIDM) or control (CON) diets. Rats

were divided into TBI-exposed (Hit) or non-TBI (No Hit) control groups. Body

weight was measured pre-injury and assigned a baseline zero value. Weight

gain was measured just prior to euthanasia for tissue harvesting. There is no

significant difference between groups at any of the three end-points of 48 h, 14

days, and 30 days. Bar heights represent mean value ± SDEV for n = 30

rats/group at 48 h, and n = 24 rats/group at 14 days, and n = 12 rats/group

at 30 days.

496.5%, P < 0.005) in the Hit group, compared to rats in the
No Hit group.

Behavioral tests conducted did not demonstrate injury-effects
despite the significant increase in plasma NF-L levels at 48 h post-
injury (P < 0.005). Similarly, there were no apparent dietary-
effects on behavioral measures despite the increased plasma
(53.6%) and increased brain frontal cortex (22.9%) levels of DHA.
Neither the mTBI nor the AIDM-supplemented diet had any
impact on voluntary running capacity (Figure 4), the RotaRod
(Figure 5A), or the rotating pole test (Figures 5B,C), at any time
during the 30 days recovery period. Rats displayed consistent
circadian rhythms during the pre-injury time, running mostly
at night (89.6 ± 2.1%), and at the end of the 30 days recovery,
the amount of running at night was not different from pre-
injury. Rats ran on average 2.93 ± 0.88 km daily during the
30 days recovery, and statistical analysis revealed no difference
between Hit and No Hit animals in daily running in the 48 h
post-injury period, and there was no difference in daily exercise
between 48 h and 30 days, post-injury. Neither the mTBI, nor
the post-injury change in diet, had any impact on RotaRod
performance measured at 48 h, 7 days, 14 days, and 29 days post-
injury (Figure 5A). Similarly on the rotating pole test, neither
the mTBI, nor the post-injury change in diet, had any effect on
rotating pole performance (Figure 5B) or when scored on a rank
scale of 0–6, accounting for duration, foot slips, and distance
traveled (Figure 5C) measured post-injury. Overall performance
in the BM improved across time for all groups, as indicated by
a decrease in latency across 5 days, but there were no significant
differences between groups due to injury or diet (Figure 6).

DISCUSSION

The present study used a rat model of mTBI to evaluate the
effect of an anti-inflammatory diet, as supplemented with omega-
3 fatty acids and vitamin D3, on four neurotrauma biomarkers
(T-tau, GFAP, UCH-L1, and NF-L) and on neuro-behavioral
outcomes. Because of the complex and multifactorial nature
of TBI, we hypothesized that a combination of these two
putative beneficial dietary components would have synergistic
value in reducing the neuroinflammation and behavioral deficits
associated with mTBI. Our findings indicate that the post-TBI
administration of a combination of omega-3 fatty acids (DHA
and EPA) and vitamin D3 for 30 days significantly decreased

TABLE 2 | Vitamin D consumption, and resultant serum values after 30 days on CON or AIDM diets post-TBI.

Ingredient CON drink

consumed/dayα

AIDM drink

consumed/dayα

CON chow

consumed/day#
AIDM chow

consumed/day#
CON rat serum

(ng/mL)

AIDM rat serum

(ng/mL)

Vitamin D2 <0.25 IU <0.06 IU <4.0 IU <4.0 IU 128.2 ± 3.4 176.0 ± 14.5*

Vitamin D3 <0.50 IU 513.77 IU 17.6 IU 160.4 IU*

Vitamin D levels in drink (n = 2/measurement) and chow (30 g/measurement) samples were determined by liquid chromatography–mass spectrometry (LC-MS) methods as previously

described (37). Vitamin D levels in sera were determined using a rat Vitamin D ELISA (ALPCO, Ltd.), which measures 25-hydroxyvitamin D2 and D3.
αRats consumed 11.9ml (± 0.6ml) CON/placebo drink or 12.4ml (± 0.4ml) AIDM/Smartfish drink per day, 5-days/week; #Rats consumed 23.3 g (± 1.3 g) CON/placebo chow or 21.8 g

(± 1.5 g) AIDM chow per day. *Statistically different values between CON and AIDM diet groups, P < 0.05.

CON, control drink or chow; AIDM, anti-inflammatory dietary mix. Serum values are mean ± SDEV for n = 11–12 rats/group.
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FIGURE 3 | Plasma levels (pg/ml) of four neurotrauma biomarkers at three end-points post-injury of 48 h, 14 days, and 30 days. Rats consumed either

anti-inflammatory (AIDM) or control (CON) diets for up to 30 days, and were divided into TBI-exposed (Hit) or non-TBI control (No Hit) groups. (A) T-tau, (B) NF-Light,

(C) GFAP, and (D) UCH-L1. T-tau, total tau; NF-L, neurofilament-L; GFAP, Glial Fibrillary Acidic Protein; UCH-L1, Ubiquitin Carboxyl-terminal Hydrolase L1; LOD, Limit

of Detection (pg/ml). *Groups that significantly differ from relevant non-injured groups, P < 0.005; Bar heights represent mean value ± SEM for n = 6 rats/group at

48 h, and n = 12 rats/group at 14 and 30 days.

plasma levels of three of the biomarkers indicating the presence
of neurotrauma, namely T-tau, GFAP, and UCH-L1 to pre-injury
levels (Figure 3). These findings greatly outweigh the apparent
lack of omega-3s and vitamin D3 toward modulating behavioral
outcomes in the animals. Therefore, omega-3 fatty acids and
vitamin D supplementation are suitable therapeutic candidates
against mechanical insult-induced trauma to the brain.

Previous work has shown a significant, strong correlation
between T-tau, GFAP, and UCH-L1 and the extent and severity
of neuronal cell damage in patients with TBI (19). Therefore, our
observation that rats consuming AIDM diets exhibited at least
a reduction of plasma T-tau levels to non-injured levels 30 days
post-TBI is an important new development. Tau is a cytoskeletal
protein involved in stabilization of axonal microtubules, which
following brain injury is upregulated in expression. Tau elevation

is observed in the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) of patients with
neurodegenerative disease and head injuries, suggesting its
extracellular release during neuronal damage and a role as a
biomarker with specificity for TBI. Repeated concussions can
also stimulate hyperphosphorylation of tau, which leads to the
chronic formation of neurofibrillary tangle aggregates. Thus,
tau is also a predictor of delayed recovery after mTBI (50).
For example, in a study where plasma and serum levels of T-
tau were monitored, using an electrochemiluminescence-based
sandwich immunoassay, in ice hockey players prior to and after
concussions (51), the concentration of T-tau 1-h after concussion
correlated with the number of days it took for concussion
symptoms to resolve (ρ = 0.60; 95% CI, 0.23–0.90; P = 0.002).
The timeline for the increased T-tau in the present study is
not unlike what others have reported. A recent study similarly
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FIGURE 4 | Percentage change from baseline in distance run post-injury at

48 h, 14 days, and 30 days following mTBI in rats consuming either

anti-inflammatory (AIDM) or control (CON) diets (onset of injury assigned as

Day 0). Rats were divided into TBI-exposed (Hit) or non-TBI (No Hit) control

groups. Average distance run over 14 days pre-TBI was measured and

assigned a baseline zero value. For each of the time points, values are from

animals that experienced 30 days of recovery. There is no significant difference

between animals at any of the three time points. Bar heights represent mean

value ± SDEV, n = 11–12 rats/group.

used an ultrasensitive immunoassay technology (EIMAF) to
document changes in T-tau and phosphorylated tau (P-tau)
proteins in two rodent models following severe TBI (52). They
reported that serum T-tau and P-tau levels generally increased
during the acute stage of severe TBI in rats (from Days 2 to 30 for
T-tau), and that during the subacute/chronic state (Days 14–30),
the increased levels of both T-tau and P-tau were maintained
in these animals. Therefore, interventions, such as the AIDM
diet investigated in our study, that reduce T-tau following TBI,
could prevent excitotoxin-induced abnormalities in neuronal
activity associated with TBI (53–55), and potentially mitigate the
disruption of specific cognitive functions.

Our initial research objective focused on improving some
degree of behavioral outcome through diet, regardless of how
modest. It is well-documented that the Marmarou model used
in our study produces a diffuse axonal injury typically associated
with falls and motor vehicle accidents (56). The brain injury
was induced to the medial frontal cortex, which is implicated
in a number of basic and complex behaviors, and we tested a
diverse range of behavioral procedures in our study. Surprisingly,
the injury had no apparent effects on five different measures
of behavior: voluntary running, RotaRod, Rotating Pole, and
Barnes Maze. The lack of behavioral or cognitive deficits in our
model is not unique to the current study. In a recent review
of behavioral measures used to assess weight drop models, only
45% of studies using the Rotarod assay report a TBI-induced
deficit (57). It is possible that the magnitude of injury induced
by the technique employed in this study was not sufficient to
produce a discernable deficit in behavior using this test battery.

FIGURE 5 | Behavioral measures. (A) Rotarod performance—mean duration

(latency to fall time) on the Rotarod at four time points post-injury, as a

percentage of the time sustained on the apparatus pre-injury. There is no

significant difference between groups at any of the time points post-injury.

Values are mean ± SDEV, for 11–12 rats/group B and C. Rotating pole

performance—mean effort to traverse the pole post-TBI, as compared to that

required on the apparatus pre-injury. Rats were divided into TBI-exposed (Hit)

(Continued)
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FIGURE 5 | or non-TBI (No Hit) control groups. Performance was scored as

mobility time to traverse the pole, as normalized to that measured pre-TBI (B)

or using a composite score on a rank scale of 0–6, accounting for duration,

foot slips, and distance traveled (C). Pre-injury scores were determined at two

days before exposure to TBI, with all animals undergoing training until they

achieved a score of 5 or 6. With no dietary effects being present, rats were

then grouped by injury. There are no significant differences between animals at

any of the time points post-injury. As these are non-parametric data, the values

shown are representative of means alone, with n = 11–12 rats/group. There is

no significant difference, as judged by the Mann-Whitney U test, between

animals at any of the time points post-injury.

FIGURE 6 | The Barnes Maze was used to determine spatial learning and

memory retention in TBI-exposed (Hit) and non-TBI (No Hit) rats. Pre-injury,

cumulative average latency (sec) to locate the hidden box was measured over

5 days (days−8 to−4, with date of injury assigned day 0). The

anti-inflammatory (AIDM) or control (CON) diets were started on Day 0. On

days 22–26 post-TBI, with the box moved to a new location (∼90 degrees

away from the first location), latency was again measured over 5 consecutive

days and values reported at each. No significant difference was found

between animals at any time points. Bar heights represent mean value ±

SDEV, for n = 12 rats/group.

Alternatively, some other effect of our experimental approach
may have mitigated behavioral deficits. For example, too many
behavioral tests might have been done on the same animals; if so,
that approach might have impacted their performance abilities.
We noted that when rats were trained on both the Rotarod
and rotary pole tests on the same day, they readily become
confused between the two rotational directions, i.e., parallel vs.
perpendicular running, respectively.

Our rats are always preferentially housed in cages fitted with
voluntary running wheels as a form of enrichment activity, so
the initial premise of examining the beneficial effects of an anti-
inflammatory diet on behavior, in effect, became a combination
study of exercise and dietary interventions post-TBI. While we
did not incorporate rats without running wheels into our study
as non-exercise controls, a number of other reported studies
have established that voluntary exercise facilitates recovery after
TBI in rats, with improvements in depression, vestibular motor
activity, anxiety, and memory & learning (58–62). However,

these earlier studies did not report on the effects of voluntary
running on neurotrauma biomarkers post-TBI. In the current
study, in rats consuming standardized (CON) chow and exposed
to TBI, plasma levels of T-tau, GFAP and UCH-L1 were
significantly elevated above non-injured control rats at 30 days (P
< 0.005; Figure 3), indicating the behavioral benefits of voluntary
exercise had not transferred to these pathological indicators of
neurotrauma. In fact, the lack of behavioral deficits in the mTBI
(Hit) control diet rats could in part represent neuroprotective
benefits from the voluntary exercise alone.

The reduction of plasma GFAP and UCH-L1 at 30 days post-
TBI in rats consuming AIDM diets indicate different cellular
responses to the AIDM diet. While GFAP is an astroglial
(cytoskeletal protein) biomarker of injury, UCH-L1 is a neuron-
specific brain injury biomarker, related to enzymatic degradation
of damaged proteins via the ubiquitination pathway, so changes
in UCH-L1 essentially reflect the health status of the entire brain.
Thus, a significant decrease in plasma levels of GFAP and UCH-
L1 reflect deactivation of glial cells, and recovery of neurons,
respectively. Several studies have shown that both the predictive
value of UCH-L1 and its correlation with injury severity increase
substantially when combined with GFAP (63, 64).

Neurofilament light chain (NF-L) protein is an abundantly
expressed cytoskeletal component of large caliber, myelinated
subcortical axons contributing to the strength of the axon
(65), and is released into the CSF and then blood following
axonal injury or degeneration (66, 67). Acutely, we observed
significantly increased plasma NF-L levels (P < 0.005;
Figure 3B), but not in T-tau, GFAP, or UCH-L1, as has
been reported by others (68, 69). Plasma NF-L levels better
reflect acute exposure whereas plasma T-tau levels signify chronic
change in brain structure over time (70). Despite excellent rodent
cross-reactivity of the ultrasensitive Simoa NF-L assay, relatively
few preclinical studies have utilized this assay in the context
of TBI assessments (71–73). Numerous studies have found
serum NF-L to be a dynamic biomarker of axonal pathology
neurodegenerative diseases (74), with diffuse axonal injury
hypothesized to be a key component of symptom outcomes
following TBI (75, 76). For example, following concussion,
serum NF-L was increased in professional ice hockey players
compared to non-injured controls, and changes in NF-L levels
followed an upward trajectory with the highest concentrations
seen at 12- and 144-h post-injury (77). As serum levels of NF-L
reportedly peak at 6 h after both injury and anesthesia in mice
(78), the decrease in NF-L to background levels at 14 days and 30
days was expected; and was not likely influenced by the AIDM
diet. Unlike plasma T-tau, serum NF-L concentration is not
affected by physical exertion (67), which is crucial since our rats
were individually housed in cages fitted with voluntary running
wheels throughout the study. Our rats were also all exposed to
the same anesthesia drugs, which has previously been reported
to acutely increase NF-L levels in both serum and CSF (78).

Previous research has demonstrated neuroprotective efficacy
of a number of nutrients. For example, the neuroprotective role
of vitaminDmonotherapy in TBI has been reported in preclinical
studies, but in those studies, vitamin D was administered
intraperitoneally in combination with progesterone (31, 32) as
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a single bolus of 5 µg/kg at 1 h post-injury, making it unclear
if there was a synergistic steroidal hormone effect on enhancing
recovery. In the present study, rats consumed diets supplemented
with 4.0mg vitamin D3/day for 30 days, and serum levels of
vitamin D increased by 37.3% (P < 0.05), compared to rats
consuming the CON diets. The beneficial effects on markers
of neurotrauma that we observed are consistent with findings
of a recent study by Sharma and colleagues that evaluated the
effects of a one-time oral dose of 3.0mg vitamin D, and on
clinical outcomes showed a strongly beneficial effect of vitamin D
supplementation with improvement of the Glasgow Coma Scale
(GCS), and a shortening of the mechanical ventilation period in
these patients.

The present study combined dietary vitamin D3

supplementation with long chain omega-3 fatty acids to
reduce post-TBI neuroinflammation. In this study, the CON
diets had negligible EPA and DHA content, while the AIDM
diets provided a daily average of 46mg EPA and 69mg DHA,
resulting in significantly increased DHA levels in plasma, liver
and brain tissues (Table 1). However, the effects of the AIDM
diet on EPA levels were not as clear. After 30 days on the
supplemented diets, plasma levels of EPA increased from not
detectable, to 1.25% of total PUFAs; but the supplementary
dietary EPA did not accumulate in the brain frontal cortex tissue,
and instead is eliminated by oxidation, or converted to some
DHA within the astrocytes or liver hepatocytes (79). In contrast,
plasma levels of DHA increased significantly (53.6%, P < 0.05)
in rats consuming AIDM diets, and DHA levels in the frontal
cortex increased by 22.9% (P < 0.05), from 9.55 to 11.74% of
total PUFAs. Previous reports indicate that DHA contributes to
clearance of amyloid-β in the brain (80, 81), and both DHA and
DHA-derived metabolites such as neuroprotectin D1 (82) and
resolvins (83) protect against neurodegeneration. Likewise, EPA
can directly inhibit prostaglandin synthesis and be converted to
inflammation resolving metabolites, e.g., resolvin E1, but both
having a lower bioactivity than that of DHA (84).

The current animal study was designed to “treat” TBI-
related symptoms, including depression and/or anxiety with a
combination of EPA and DHA, and the AIDM juice provided
post-injury contained equal amounts of EPA:DHA, with the
manufacturer also willing to provide a placebo juice without
the supplemental omega-3 and vitamin D. However, with
minimal uptake of EPA into neuronal tissues (Table 1), the
significantly altered profiles of plasma T-tau, GFAP and UCH-
L1 post-TBI cannot be attributed to the dietary EPA in this
model. This is contrary to what has previously been reported
by Bauer et al. (85) in a recent clinical trial: their findings
suggest EPA-rich supplementation may be more beneficial in
improving behavioral cognitive outcomes compared to DHA-
rich supplementation in healthy populations. Bauer et al. (85)
compared a high EPA intervention group (3:1 ratio EPA:DHA)
and a high DHA intervention group (4:1 ratio DHA:EPA)
supplemented for 30 days. Behavioral outcomes were significant
in the EPA-rich group; reaction times were decreased compared
with supplementation rich in DHA (P= 0.04) whereas DHA-rich
supplementation did not induce any behavioral improvement.
It was concluded that following the 30 day intervention period

EPA-rich supplementation was more successful than DHA-rich
supplementation in improving neural efficiency during higher
order cognitive tasks.

Considering that the vast difference for efficacy of EPA alone
in ameliorating depression and anxiety versus not, for TBI, lies
in the underlying mechanisms that it is targeting. For depression
and anxiety, EPA and DHA are modulating gene expression
and activity of dopamine and serotonin receptors, where they
are both known to directly activate various transcription factors
(e.g., AKT phosphorylation). This in turn helps restore the
neurotransmitter imbalances associated with these psychiatric
disorders. However, EPA appears to be a much stronger ligand
than DHA for the associated transcription factors. In contrast,
for alleviating TBI and spinal cord injuries (i.e., neuronal
cell damage), DHA is more efficacious than EPA, since it is
suppressing immune cell and enzyme activities involved in
neuroinflammation processes (e.g., neutrophil migration and
COX2 activity). In this case, it is well known that DHA and its
metabolites (e.g., neuroprotectin D1) have amuch higher binding
affinity/potency than EPA and related molecules (e.g., resolvin
E1). This may also explain the significant uptake of DHA from
the AIDM into neuronal tissue observed in the current study,
which functions in the phospholipids of neuronal cell membranes
to establish lipid bilayer fluidity and thus signal transduction
protein mobility.

Finally, the inclusion of EPA is an unavoidable fact of
using fish oil as the supplement source, as it is always
present in marine fish tissues/fat in a ratio to DHA of 1:1
– 2:1, due to the original algae to krill source of these
two fatty acids in the food chain. There are commercially
available oils made from “customized” farmed algae strains (e.g.,
Crypthecodinium cohnii) that contain only DHA (e.g., DHASCO
made by Martek Biosciences, DSM Nutritional Products),
but these should be considered as largely artificial/man-made
dietary sources of long chain polyunsaturated fatty acids
(LCPUFAs). In essence, EPA is likely not essential for our
findings, but it is also an unavoidable fact of the dietary
supplement that was used. Thus, our approach has a good
base justification.

TBI often causes a transient loss of appetite and decreased
BW after the injury (86), and the consumption of dietary omega-
3 fatty acids reportedly suppresses appetites and upregulates
expression of genes involved in energy metabolism (87).
However, we did not see any decrease in BW in any groups
over the 30 days of recovery (Figure 2). In fact, the rats gained
weight, with the gain over 30 days of recovery being similar
between groups (Figure 2), and apparently not influenced by
the presence of the omega-3 fatty acids in the AIDM chow, or
the induction of mTBI. However, the rate of gain in the current
study (1.3 g/d) was much less than the 5.8–6.3 g/d that others
have reported in studies in which rats were provided a diet
supplemented with DHA before and after a controlled cortical
impact (CCI) injury. In that study, rats were not exercised, and
likely maintained a much more positive energy balance (88).
Regardless, similar to our findings, the weight gain observed
after injury in that study, was not different between the injured
and sham groups (88). Thus, our findings indicate that exercise
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appears to provide support to pathways that preserve cognitive
function following mTBI, and exercise may have the added
therapeutic effect of reducing weight gain post-injury, as has
been reported (89).

STRENGTHS AND LIMITATIONS

A strength of our study is the use of ultrasensitive single molecule
immunoassay array (Simoa) technology. T-tau concentrations
in the peripheral blood, in particular, are very low and almost
impossible to measure precisely by most of the conventional
immunoassays available (90). The Simoa technology (Quanterix)
is sensitive enough to reach single-molecule detection (SMD)
capabilities and has recently validated for clinical use in the
diagnosis of TBI, as well as identifying different types of cellular
injury (21).

The Marmarou model replicates a high-impact closed head
trauma event with acceleration–deceleration forces, leading
to stretching and deformation of the brain tissue, resulting
in diffuse axonal injury, typically associated with falls and
motor vehicle accidents (91). Additional rat TBI paradigms,
such as CCI, lateral fluid percussion injury (LFPI), and/or
blast over-pressure (BOP) wave injury will be required to
generalize our findings. This study only examined effect(s) of
brain injury or diet on four biomarkers in plasma—others
should be considered (e.g., SB100) as our findings may not
entirely reflect the neuropathophysiological processes in the
brain following head trauma. Biochemical biomarker studies on
brain tissues/brain regions are necessary to assess qualitative
and quantitative similarities and/or differences between plasma
and neuronal indices. In addition, neuropathological studies
utilizing immunohistochemistry would aid in identifying the
brain regions of biomarker localization in untreated and AIDM-
treated rats subjected to mTBI. The detection of neurotrauma
markers in the CSF or directly in the brain tissue is more specific
as well as reliable for detecting the injuries in animal models
as compared to blood, due to potential systemic influences
(92). While the long-term longitudinal sampling conducted here
allows for better evaluation of time-dependent changes in plasma
biomarkers covering the injury- (acute) and dietary-response
(subacute) phases of TBI, further work is required to establish
additional injury-related neuropathologies that result from the
injury, including additional markers of axonal degeneration,
demyelination, gliosis, etc.

In line with the present study, there have been reports
of focal brain injuries in rodents, as produced by weight
drop concussion or CCI exposure, causing acute increases in
brain vasopressin levels and thus elevated edema, activated
astrocytes, and loss of axons (93–96). Some of these studies
(94, 95), showed that giving the animals antagonist drugs
toward vasopressin receptors (V1a and V2) can prevent all
of these neuropathological changes post-TBI. Due to potential
systemic stress in animals wounded by exposure to mTBI, there
could be a subsequent increase in vasopressin release from the
hypothalamus, even though this region was likely not directly
perturbed. The force imparted to the brain by the weight drop

concussion method was mostly limited to disrupting surface
areas including the upper cortical neuron layers (gray matter)
and associated corpus callosum white matter tracts. Regardless,
release of vasopressin could lead to impaired cerebral blood flow
(e.g., hypertension) as well as associated edema from leaking
damaged vessels at the weight drop impact site. Thus, this
would exacerbate the neurodegeneration phase following the
TBI. Likewise, vasopressin is capable of directly stimulating the
activation of astrocytes and associated axonal degeneration in
brain gray and white matter; since astrocytes and axons of
neurons, like vascular cells, can highly express surface receptors
for vasopressin (V1a). For instance, in rats with a middle cerebral
artery occlusion (MCAO), even though no histological damage
is identifiable in the hypothalamus, plasma vasopressin levels are
increased significantly (97). Importantly, this was not restricted
to negative effects on cerebral blood vessels, since blocking
activation of vasopressin responsive neurons in the supra-optic
nucleus alleviates MCAO-evoked abnormal astrocytic plasticity
and brain injury (97, 98). Of course, we would also need to
measure the plasma or brain levels of vasopressin in our weight
drop TBI-exposed animals to determine if this is potentially
contributing to the observed increases in the blood biomarkers
of neuronal injury.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Given the failures in clinical translation of drug therapies to
TBI, rigorous preclinical approaches to therapeutic screening of
select nutrients, or a combination thereof, may be important for
the ultimate translation of therapies to the human condition.
While current treatments include surgical approaches [including
decompressive craniectomy (99)] and prolonged sedation (100),
there is currently no effective pharmacological treatment
available for mitigating secondary injury after acute TBI and
preventing the later development of dementia, Alzheimer’s
disease or chronic traumatic encephalopathy (101, 102). While
albeit intuitive, multi-or-combinational therapeutic strategies
have historically received only modest attention. Therapies that
have been shown to produce beneficial effects on their own
and that may provide additive benefit when combined, or
that have modest effects on their own but act synergistically
to exert positive outcomes, should be strongly pursued.
Consistent with this, our findings suggest that a combination
of omega-3 fatty acids and vitamin D could serve as easily
accessible and inexpensive dietary supplements that can combat
neuroinflammation and promote brain tissue repair after
mTBI. The diet components used in this study can be orally
administered (in addition to the parenteral route), and are readily
taken up by the brain. Ultimately, this information could be used
to develop a therapy to alleviate symptoms brought on by TBI in
civilian as well as military populations.
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